A group contribution technique is proposed t .~ predict the coefficients in the heat capacity correlation, C, = a + bT + : + 
INTRODUCTION
Group Contribution techniques are well studied and impIemented to predict thermophysical properties such as heats of formation, AH?, free energies of formation, AGY , heat capacities, Cp, and liquid molar volume at normal boiling point, h, for organic compounds. Mostafa (1 995) has previously described a group contribution method for predicting AH? and A G F of solid inorganic salts. Read et al. (1987) describe a large number of the group contribution methods available in the literature for predicting heat capacity correlation coefficients for organic compounds. Joback (1984) used the following knctional form to predict C, of organic ideal gases:
C, = ( X T I~A~,~ -37. 93 + 3 1 where, T I ; is the number of groups of t h e P type, or c, or d) coefficient and the j h atomic or molecular group where Tis in Kelvin ("0. Thinh et at. (1976) and Benson et al. (1969) also used the same idea but different hnctional form of Equation 1 and 2 to predict Cp for organic substances.
The following hnctional forms have been used by Robie et. al. (1 979) to describe heat capacity of different inorganic solids. 
ASPEN PLUSTM (1990) , the interactive flowsheet simulator for process modeling, developed by Aspen Technology, Inc., Cambridge, MA, uses the following finctional form for the heat capacities of solids,
C

C p = a i b T + -i d T 2 + f + g
T2 T j F
where a, b, c, d, e,f, and g are constants. Kanacke and Kubaschewski (1990) where n is the number of salts in the regression, p is the number of group contribution parameters being estimated, and e is the error vector, e = y -X 6
The reader is referred to Himmelblau (1970) for a discussion of regression and statistical parameter estimation.
The data for inorganic solid salt heat capacities used in the regression are obtained fiom Kanacke and Kubaschewski (1 990 to get the coefficients a, b, c, and d. 
PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION BY THE PROPOSED METHOD
A stepwise procedure for the prediction of Cp by the proposed method is described below. Table I gives an illustrative example of this sequence of calculations. The successive steps are as follows:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Write the molecular structural formula for the solid inorganic salt.
Break the molecular structural formula into appropriate ionic, atomic, or ligand molecule structural groups as given in Table II . Then calculate the numerical contributions of each group by picking the numerical value of that specific group fiom Table I1 and multiplying it by the number of occurrences of the same group in the molecular structural formula.
Step in Equation 10 and using any absolute temperature T ( O K ) as required. Dean (1979) Step Number Group A, AbJ A, AdJ = heat capacity, J/(g mol "K).
= heat capacity at constant volume, J/(g mol O K ) .
= the vector containing the errors between the experimental values and those predicted by regression.
= Plank constant.
= Boltzmann constant.
= number of atoms.
= total number of salts in the regression.
= number of occurrences of groupj in compound i.
= mean number of occurrences of groupj in all salts in the regression.
= number of groups of thefh type.
= number of group contribution parameters being estimated.
= variance-covariance matrix.
= standard deviations of the parameters.
= liquid molar volume at normal boiling point.
= the matrix the iJ" element of which contains ( n j j -Tij).
= the vector the irh element of which contains the experimental values found for
Cp for compound i.
= Einstein frequency.
AG? = fiee energy offonnation, KJI(g mol).
= group contribution for k of f h ionic, atomic or ligand molecule group.
= group contribution for a of ith ionic, atomic or ligand molecule group.
J/(g mol O K ) .
= group contribution for b of zrh ionic, atomic or ligand molecule group.
J/(g mol e@' ,.
= group contribution for c of i" ionic, atomic or ligand molecule group.
(J OK)/& mol).
= group contribution for d of irh ionic, atomic or ligand molecule group.
J/(g mol CK)',. 
